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Reviewer’s report:

Thank you for the revisions and responding to my comments (reviewer 1). Although the article is very well written, my major concerns remain about the strength of the contribution this manuscript can make to medical education: the dataset is very small and from a group of people who self-selected to do the course; the question about the influence of other factors in shaping the respondents' positive attitudes towards patients and how this can be distinguished from the healer's art course; and the fact that the short course was done several years prior to the study. The authors recommend that medical schools should audit their curricula (p. 22 line 50 onwards) to identify whether the humanistic values espoused in the HA are present. It is likely that they are present considering the focus this area has had in the past 10 years, but a more pressing question is why aren't they effective, and how can the impact of the hidden curriculum be counterbalanced. Is suggesting that students need to do this additional course undermining attempts of educators to address these issues inside the curriculum? I have read a similar paper on compassion training - also delivered alongside the curriculum, hence my reservations about the recommendations.
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